MBB Industries AG
Strong FY 2007 prelims and FY 2008 guidance, combined
with bargain valuation

Buy

€6.4

(Remains Unchanged)
MBB Industries published strong FY07 preliminary figures and issued
a bullish FY2008 sales guidance based on strong current trading
conditions. The company also announced the switch to IFRS to
prepare for an entry into the Prime Standard. In the current severe
market correction, MBB Industries is one of the first-choice
companies in our German Mid & Small Cap universe, offering a
favourable outlook for 2008 combined with what we regard as a
bargain valuation. Despite its small cap status, we therefore believe
the MBB share price should be fairly resilient in the current turmoil.
We are therefore reiterating our Buy recommendation.
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MBB Industries reported FY 2007 sales of €110m. The preliminary sales
number exceeded our H2 07 sales estimate of €64.2m by 7%. MBB Industries
likewise said that it exceeded the current FY07 EPS consensus of €1.09 per
share. Most importantly in our view, MBB's guidance suggested sales of
€180m for FY2008, which compares with our estimate of €170.6m, based on
strong current trading conditions. We suspect that the positive trading
conditions are broadly based, but we view especially Reimelt Henschel as a
positive in the portfolio due to its high exposure to the non-cyclical food
manufacturing sector.
Valuation. We regard MBB Industries as a bargain as the company is trading
at a PER 2008E of 5.9x under German GAAP accounting, which treats
'badwill' and intangibles conservatively. We feel the switch to IFRS will give
the EPS a boost. Allowing for the value of MBB's 80.5% share in its quoted
affiliate Delignit, we derive a real valuation of only 2.3x 2008E EV/EBIT for
the remaining subsidiaries Reimelt Henschel, OBO, Hanke and Huchtemeier.
We regard these valuation levels as low even based on severely shrunken small
cap valuation levels.
Wolfgang Fickus, CFA
22/01/2008
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Valuation and Risk assessment; Recommendations
Unless otherwise stated in the text of this report, target prices in this report are based on either a discounted cash flow valuation or comparison of valuation
ratios with companies seen by the analyst as comparable or a combination of the two methods. The result of this fundamental valuation is adjusted to reflect
the analyst's views on the likely course of investor sentiment.
Whichever valuation method is used there is a significant risk that the target price will not be achieved within the expected timeframe. Risk factors include
unforeseen changes in competitive pressures or in the level of demand for the company's products. Such demand variations may result from changes in
technology, in the overall level of economic activity or, in some cases, in fashion. Valuations may also be affected by changes in taxation, in exchange rates
and, in certain industries, in regulations. Investment in overseas markets and instruments such as ADRs can result in increased risk from factors such as
exchange rates, exchange controls, taxation, political and social conditions. This discussion of valuation methods and risk factors is not comprehensive further information is available if required.
Stock ratings are based on the analyst's expectation of the stock's total return during the twelve months following assignment of the rating. This view is
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